Tech-Leaders:
Grow to fluencers
We believe that connecting
the world with the mission of
inspiring leaders, makes the
world a better place
This training is
designed for B2B
Tech-Leaders
There is no better way to connect than
being an influencer and no better
platform to connect for B2B leaders
than LinkedIn. Being an in-fluencer
enables you to 10X on your goals:
Expand your market
Grow sales
Win top-talent
Increase industry mindshare
Advancing your career

10-weeks customized journey

With a customized learning journey, we grow
you to an influencer in your niche. This program
was developed based on the reality of a S&P
500 tech consulting firm.

World-wide unique program

We provide you with a holistic system
integrating the most advanced strategies, ubertested tactics & powerful tools you need to
deliver instant results, while building the
foundation for your long-term success. Selected
industry-experts, together with best-in-class
coaches teach you in the disciplines
fundamental to your influencer success:
(1) Personal Branding, (2) Social Selling,
(3) Content Creation, (4) Growth Hacking

Entrepreneurs & Founders
C-level, VP-level & Partners
Consultants, Experts, Evangelists
Sales & Marketing Specialists
You provide hardware, software,
services or are a consultant. You have
deep knowledge about your domaintopic or industry.

technology industry
We combine training, coaching & done-for-you
services to optimize your growth & timeinvestment.
You learn with state-of-the-art methods
combined with industry specific coaching.
We want you to to finish with the feeling that this
was probably the best investment of your career.

Apply now with a personal call:
imaginegrowth.institute/apply
We limit our training to 5 customers
that really want to make a difference.

Your
Opportunity
Unleash the power of personal
branding & social selling to help
your company and advance your
career.

Imagine how your company
is going to grow
Companies
embracing...

Imagine how your business-life is going to
transform, when you have become an industrywide requested evangelist with 10.000+ highly
relevant LinkedIn contacts.
Your channel is becoming the major source
for many other industry professionals
You are shaping the industry's future with
your insights and knowledge

...social selling

...personal branding

enjoy...

enjoy...

2X lead-generation
3X conversation-rate
20 days shorter sales cycles

7X brand message reach
3X sales
2X trust in their brand

You get relevant inbound leads from wellinformed and pre-framed customers
You can concentrate more on the
opportunities that have the best fit, highest
profit and shortest sales-cycle
Customers you have never met in person,
already trust your advice before entering the
first meeting
You get easy access to people you would
have needed to work very hard otherwise
You are invited to key-conferences as a
speaker regularly
The industry's top talent requests to work
with you, making it easier for your team to
grow
You enjoy the process of inspiring others and
the success it brings, boosting your career

Imagine that your company has evangelists like
you for all their major domain topics. Their
personal brands are major assets to your
company enabling to
expand industry-leadership,
growing exponentially and
exceeding investor expectations.
The community they influence is the foundation
for constant market feedback, customer
references and attracting best talent.
Sales, marketing and human resources KPIs are
top industry benchmarks, making it easy to
expand into new markets.

What is holding you back?

Our training-journey is built
for real transformation

This program is designed to transform your habits
with state-of-the-art learning & coaching
Adaptive learning

According to your learning type, we provide
you with the right knowledge formats.

Social learning

Discuss with and learn from your peers. All
of them are fellow industry professionals.

Gamification

To spice up your learning experience, we
have actionable challenges ready for you.

Integrate learning in
your daily business
We know how it is: urgent
meetings or new tasks appear
all the time during a business
week. And sometimes learning
something new has to wait. All
contents and services of the
program can therefore be
scheduled flexibly.

&

1on1-coaching

Industry, domain & personality specific
coaching to integrate your learnings
long-term.

Optimize your timeinvestment
Yes, building a strong brand
takes time and requires constant
effort. We know that your time is
scarce. Therefore, we put an
emphasis on teaching timeefficient methods, use bestpractices from your industry to
minimize need for adpation and
helping you automate daily
routines with selected tools.

Measure
your success
When it comes to decisions on
online-platforms, do not trust
your gut feeling. Experience
tells that often it is wrong. We
provide you with a monitoring
system to measure and keep
track of your weekly, monthly
and yearly achievements.

The holistic
system for your
success

INSTANT
RESULTS

LONG-TERM
SUCCESS
Build up your
long-term success

This program is going to get you
measureable results already within
the first week. Before the end of
the course, you will have grown
your network by 2.000-5.000
relevant followers & generated
your first relevant opportunities.

A brand unfolds its strength when it
has been nurtured constantly. Like a
plant that needs water & nutrients
regularly. To help you become the
successful gardener of your
personal brand, this program is
designed to make nurturing your
brand a habit that lasts.

20 times more reach
instantly
Interaction is key for increasing
reach at LinkedIn. Join our
collaborative community of
learning peers and profit from
instant interaction with 20
colleagues, pushing your posts
through the social network. Get
instant reach you could never
achieve on your own.

Set up your
inbound funnel
This program also teaches you how
to approach customers directly
with social selling. However, when
the right customers approach you,
it is just so much more fun &
successful. After the course you
know how to convert contacts into
opportunities efficiently.

d e t a m o t u A & n e vir D a t a D

Achieve
immediate results

Create an authentic
personal brand
Congruency of character & actions
is the key to a successful personal
brand. With our personal brand
toolkit & coaching we help you
translate your personality into your
personal brand, integrating the
values of your company & the needs
of your target group.

Personal
Development
Understanding the strengths of
your personality is key to create a
successful personal brand. Use our
structured process with scientific
methods, such as the Predictive
Index, to win new perspectives on
your unique personality.

LinkedIn

The #1 channel for
B2B-influencing
Ideal market access

645

84%

are part of the
LinkedIn network

use LinkedIn for
purchasing decisions

(LinkedIn 2019)

(IDC 2019)

million
professionals

of C- & VP-level
buyers

Little competition
Only 1% of users share content
on a weekly basis
(ITC 2017)

Our unique skill-triangle
for your success

imagineGROWTH
combines 3 dimensions you
find usually separated, but
which are key to your
success

Technology-industry
expertise

Marc B. Eichner

Digital marketing

Social selling

Technologyindustry expertise

Digital
Marketing

Social
Selling

Deeply understanding your business
and speaking your language,
we optimize our program for easy
adaption with minimum effort.

As digital marketing experts we
provide you holistic expertise from
strategy to content production, from
tactics to tools.

With our proven success in social
selling combined with learning from
the best in this domain, we know
exactly what works and what doesn't.

We tailor our training as close as
possible to your business reality based
on our deep industry and domain
expertise combined with learnings
from the best influencers.

These 360° best-practices make sure
you growth-hack instantly and are
super successful in the long-term.

The training experience we create is
maximizing success based on hands-on
best-practices and closing the gaps of
existing learning programs.

About the
program

15 hours of coaching
1-on-1 Coaching
Done-for-your services External tools included

10 weeks
3+1 hours per week

Finish the course
with these results

Alexander Gesell
10 years experience leading the
market entry of new software
Best practices from most innovative
software & service companies
RPA, AI & digitalization evangelist,
social influencer & speaker
Unique network to customers,
software- & service providers

I fully recognized the unique power
of data-driven digital marketing &
branding when I saved a company
from bancruptcy & doubled their
revenue within the 1st year.

When I got serious about my
personal brand, results sky-rocked
within 3 months:
60k views on my new job update
9 incoming C-level leads in the 1st week
$500k revenue from social selling in
the 1st year

Marc B. Eichner
Serial-entrepreneur since the age of 15
6 years owner of a digital marketing agency
18 years 360° digital marketing expertise:
business transformation to implementation
Specialist in SEO & social-media marketing
Business, communication & start-up coach

Become an fluencer.
Apply
today.
Enabling thought-leaders
to become
social
influencers
imaginegrowth.institute/apply

